Subject: Manufacturing Housing/Modular Building 105'0" Maximum Length

Date: March 1, 2006

Policy: TPPM 2006-01

Reference: CTPAC-WG14-010105-001

Objectives

This policy will allow:

- Manufactured housing unlimited overall length when towed by a three-axle tractor.
- Maximum width of 16'0" for manufactured housing.

Existing Documentation

The following source contains information related to this subject:

Transportation Permits Manual (TPM)
Chapter II - Types of Permits
TPM Section: 201.33-Manufactured Homes
Width: 14'0"
Length: 105'0" (80'maximum for housing, includes tongue).

Transportation Permit Manual Changes

Chapter II - Types of Permits
TPM Section: 201.33 - Manufactured Home/Building, built upon a permanent chassis.
Width: 16'0"
Length of building: 80'0" maximum including tongue.
Combination Vehicle Length: 105'0" for a two axle power unit and unlimited for a power unit with three or more axles.
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